
Varius Dock – The elegant slimline solution for smartphones and tablets

Enblue launches effective and elegant Docking 
Station at the CES in Las Vegas

⇒ Single- und Dual-version

⇒ Charging und Synchronisation für all brands

⇒ Timeless and Beautiful Design

Cape Coral,FL/Heinsberg, Germany – Enblue Technology, for the first time, presents its new product development, VARIUS DOCK, at the CES
in Las Vegas, January 7-10, 2014(Eureka Park, Venetian Hotel, booth 73704)

VARIUS DOCK allows smartphone and tablet users of virtually all brands to charge and to synchronize data.

On the contrary to other devices on the market, it comes with all needed adapters and a wall charger so

no more search. Tangled wires are history as well. VARIUS DOCK X2 even charges two different brands at the same time.

Single Dock – The Classic One

The Single Dock Varius X1 is the classic station with one slot for a single device. But it doesnt matter if smartphone or tablet, if Apple, Samsung
HTC, Kindle or other brands. The Single Dock virtually works with all devices of different manufacturers

The delivery contents all adapters to enable the user to change to he desired configuration within a minute. The big brother, Dual Dock X2
combines even two slots, able to charge or synchronize two devices of same or different brands.

Using of the micro suction tape guarantees a slip-resistent and stable one-hand placement and removal. Industry proven, this innovative tape
will keep the docks fixed on any flat surface but allows easy re-positinioning without leaving any residue.

Same as for the Single Dock X1, we only used the finest materials for the Dual Dock X2 to meet our high level of quality. CNC milled out of a
single block of aircraft aluminium or finest hardwood the base is only 15mm in height.

Gold-Plated Top Model

The timeless and beautiful design of our VARIUS DOCK cuts an elegant figure in all situations. Whether in the kitchen, in the living room, in the
bedroom or in the office, you allways have perfect visual contact to your applications.

In addition to ist functional advantages, VARIUS DOCK will turn your devices into attractive objects in all situations. We offer seven different
surface finishes, aluminium, blasted and anodized in silver or matte, powdercoated in glossy white or finest hardwood, oak, walnut and
bamboo.

The top model, for very demanding customers, will be available as a hand polished, gold-plated surface (limited quantities)

CEO Michael Schoening pioneer in technology

With his former enterprise, DISTEC, the CEO of Enblue Technology, Michael Schoening, created pioneering technology. The company
developed innovative and patented solutions to operate and to easy maintain scrolling billboards. Distec products are operating through the
whole world, such as at the Hong Kong International Airport, in London or at Times Square in New York. The well known taxi advertising tops on
the yellow cabs in New York were re-designed by DISTEC as well as the advertising boxes for the New York bushelters got a modern and easy
to maintain design by DISTEC.

New Product Line



Now Michael presents a new product line to the market, simplying the handling of smartphones and tablets in the office and at home, VARIUS
DOCK

Besides launching at CE, the company currently runs a campaign on KickStarter, to finance the development and production, and the first
units will be available in April 2014.

Contact Enblue Technology GmbH 

Michael Schoening Tel +49 2452 9888834 or +49 151 46644286 
or 239 233 6644 during CES 

michael@enbluetec.com

About L&C:

Your best crowdfund marketing solution! With over 300 Crowdfunding Projects promoted, L&C is the right choice for you! Simply put, its
the leading and most dependable crowdfund marketing company in the industry.
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